Our current knowledge of complex biological systems is stored in a computable form through the Gene Ontology (GO) which provides a comprehensive description of genes function. Prediction of GO terms from the sequence remains, however, a challenging task, which is particularly critical for novel genomes. Here we present INGA 2.0, a new version of the INGA software for protein function prediction. INGA exploits homology, domain architecture, interaction networks and information from the 'dark proteome', like transmembrane and intrinsically disordered regions, to generate a consensus prediction. INGA was ranked in the top ten methods on both CAFA2 and CAFA3 blind tests. The new algorithm can process entire genomes in a few hours or even less when additional input files are provided. The new interface provides a better user experience by integrating filters and widgets to explore the graph structure of the predicted terms. The INGA web server, databases and benchmarking are available from URL: https://inga.bio.unipd.it/.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of predicting protein function from the amino acid sequence is intrinsically difficult due to the limited number of available experimentally-validated examples and the complexity of the cellular machine. The Gene Ontology (GO) (1) , which provides a vocabulary of function descriptors, includes more than 45 thousand different terms. Manually annotated GO terms in UniProtKB (2) cover <1% of the entries. UniProt-GOA (3) provides automatic annotation for the rest of the database. It employs a number of different techniques exploiting sequence properties, InterPro (4) predictions and taxonomy. Yet about 40% of entries remains unannotated and the quality of predicted GO terms is unknown. The need for better methods to improve functional characterization of known proteins and to predict the function of new organisms is becoming critical. Scores of new function prediction methods are published every year, however, an objective overview of the real performance is problematic and a comparison between methods is almost impossible given the heterogeneity of adopted evaluation protocols. The Critical Assessment of protein Function Annotation (CAFA) challenge solves this problem implementing a real blind test (5) and highlights the most effective methods for automatic protein function prediction. The last CAFA results (6) show that methods using the 'transfer by homology' approaches (7) (8) (9) , based on sequence similarity, compete both with machine learning (10) and integrative methods (11) . BLAST F max , for example is only about 10% lower than the best method. CAFA also shows that predicting biological processes (BP) is much more difficult than molecular function (MF). The Naive baseline, which assigns terms simply based on their frequency in UniProtKB to all benchmark proteins, is still a good predictor due to strong biases in annotation database, for example a very large fraction of experimentally annotated proteins are annotated with the 'protein binding' term. Eukaryotes, including simple organisms such as yeast, are much more difficult to predict than prokaryotes. Recent work shows organism complexity negatively correlated with residue level annotation (12) . A large fraction of eukaryotic proteome residues, up to 50% for human, is uncharacterized and remains inaccessible to common domain detection pipelines. The so-called 'dark proteome' is thought to be composed by new folds, transmembrane regions and intrinsically disordered residues (13) . Here we present a new version of INGA (11), Interaction Network GO Annotator, which combines homology, domain architecture, interaction networks and 'dark' features to predict protein function. In our previous work we already showed how protein-protein interactions can be used effectively to infer function based on the 'Guilty by Association' principle exploiting proteinprotein interaction (PPI) networks (14) . The fact that disordered regions, compared to globular domains, provide a repertoire of new alternative functions is becoming evident in the literature (15) (16) (17) , in particular for longer regions (18) . The extraction of disorder features from the sequence has been proven to be useful for function prediction methods (19, 20) . INGA already ranked in the top ten in W374 Nucleic Acids Research, 2019, Vol. 47 , Web Server issue CAFA2 (6) for both MF and BP ontologies when considering the F max in the full-evaluation / no-knowledge mode. Recently, INGA 2.0 ranked in the top ten in CAFA3 for all three ontologies and for both the F max and S min evaluations (manuscript in preparation). A lower S min , in particular, indicates the ability of the method to predict specific and difficult rare terms, i.e. those less represented in annotation databases. The INGA server has been completely redesigned in order to improve reproducibility, reliability and usability. The INGA 2.0 algorithm can be executed in two alternative modes by providing either the protein sequence(s) or BLAST and InterProScan predictions. In the first case, different components can be excluded to speed-up the calculation at the cost of partially losing specificity. In the second case, INGA can provide maximum accuracy and predict function for entire genomes in less than one hour.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
INGA derives function information from different sources to generate a consensus prediction. The method exploits homology, domain architecture and interaction networks as proxies for transferring function from annotated proteins. The new version of INGA also integrates intrinsic disorder and transmembrane region prediction to cover information from the 'dark proteome', i.e. regions poorly characterized in public databases. The consensus prediction provided by INGA 2.0 has been evaluated in the CAFA3 assessment, resulting among the top ten methods for all three ontologies and both F max and S min . A description of the implementation and the contribution of each component to the overall consensus accuracy follows.
Homology and protein interaction networks
Homology is based on the concept of vicinity. In the context of genetic phylogeny, homologous proteins share a common ancestor and therefore the same biological function (21) . Other methods are able to distinguish paralogy from orthology because paralogous proteins often diverge too much and lose function similarity (8) . However these methods are bound to the computational cost of building a phylogenetic tree and to the number of available representatives for a given protein family. Instead, INGA infers homology by simply measuring sequence similarity. In particular, it performs a BLAST search, with default parameters, against the entire UniProtKB sequence database. The default sorting based on the BLAST Bit-score is used to transfer GO terms and assign an estimated probability representing prediction precision. Different probabilities are assigned simply based on the BLAST ranking independently from input properties or alignment coverage. In contrast to the previous INGA version, hits are not filtered. INGA also exploits information from protein-protein interaction networks to predict function. This has been shown to be effective in our previous works (14) , in particular for Cellular Component and partially Biological Process ontologies. The new version of INGA uses exactly the same implementation. It considers only direct interactors from the STRING database, filtered with a confidence score of at least 0.4 corresponding to the STRING default. GO terms associated to direct interactors are transferred with a probability representing their enrichment in comparison to the entire STRING database. The enrichment is calculated with a Fisher exact test, while probability is estimated considering the P-value ranking and measuring the precision for each ranking position.
Domain architecture database and the dark proteome
Proteins are organized in modular architectures (22) . According to classification databases, complex architectures are provided by the repetition and rearrangements of a relatively small number of domains (23, 24) . Domains can be considered as functional determinants and are therefore subject to evolutionary pressure. When the three dimensional structure is conserved across different species, domain detection from the sequence is straightforward as key positions are also conserved. InterPro provides the largest collection of sequence models (signatures) of protein domains with known biological role (4). However, when processing proteomes with InterPro a large fraction of residues remains undetected, in particular for eukaryotes (12) . The 'dark proteome' includes all those functional modules for which key residues are not position specific but, instead, characterized by compositionally biased regions like in disordered and transmembrane proteins (13) . INGA transfers GO terms from proteins with the same domain architecture. The new version uses InterProScan (25) , Phobius (26) and MobiDB-lite (27) to predict domain, transmembrane and disordered signatures (labels) respectively. In addition to 'transmembrane', Phobius also provides the 'signal peptide', 'cytoplasmic' and 'extracellular' labels. MobiDB-lite predictions are transformed into four different signatures either representing the localization in the sequence or indicating 'fully disordered' when disorder content is larger than 75%. Both InterPro and 'dark' signatures are combined to generate the INGA domain architecture database. Architectures are calculated for the entire GOA (3). GO annotations of proteins with the same architecture are grouped together and sorted inside the cluster based on their enrichment (Fisher's test) calculated in comparison to the rest of the database (background). When a target sequence matches an architecture in the INGA database, GO terms are transferred with a probability estimated on the ranking provided by the enrichment. Terms with a P-value lower than 0.001 are discarded. This ensures that significantly enriched terms are specific, i.e. distant from the ontology root. Table 1 shows the number of enriched terms for different architectures in the database. Notably, 57% of architectures contain 'dark' signatures (Dark), while the number of associated proteins is much higher for globular (Non-dark) architectures, indicating, on average, larger clusters. The number of enriched terms is almost the same for the two major classes but terms enriched in the 'dark' database (Dark) are slightly more specific (Average depth). The introduction of 'dark' signatures results in the split of large clusters and therefore the separation of different functional groups. On average 5 MF, 10 BP and 2 CC terms are associated to each architecture and can be safely transferred to the matching sequences. 
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Consensus and training
The training set is the one provided by the CAFA organizers and published on the official web page (https:// biofunctionprediction.org/cafa) as 'CAFA 3 Training Data' corresponding to all experimental GO terms available in UniProtKB, including 35 086, 50 813 and 49 328 proteins with 371 584, 2 047 227 and 582 454 terms for the MF, BP and CC ontologies respectively. The training set is used to estimate with a ten fold cross-validation the correlation between precision and ranking position for the three INGA components: Homology, Architectures and Interactions. In Figure 1 the distribution of precision in relation to the ranking is provided. When generating predictions, INGA assigns a confidence score which is the average precision of the ranking. The ranking is calculated in different ways for the three INGA components. For Homology it corresponds to the BLAST output position and ranking 1 means the hit (or set of hits) with the best Bit-score. For the Architecture and Interaction components the ranking is provided by the enrichment. Ranking 1 corresponds to all those terms with the lowest P-value (see methods for details). The final consensus is calculated in the same way as in the previous INGA version, i.e. calculating the joint probability for terms provided by different methods. An additional weighting parameter to balance the contribution of different methods has been trained using the same dataset and applying a simple grid search algorithm.
Evaluation
INGA has been evaluated in the CAFA2 (6) and CAFA3 (manuscript in preparation) blind test experiments as 'INGA-Tosatto'. In CAFA2, considering the F max and the full-evaluation/no-knowledge mode, INGA ranked among the top 10 methods for MF and BP ontologies. In CAFA3, INGA (version 2.0) is in the top 10 also for CC and for both the F max and S min metrics. The latter takes into consideration the information content of the terms and gives an indication about prediction specificity (28) . Terms with high information content are less frequent in the annotation databases and therefore more difficult to predict. A fair comparison with other methods is very difficult outside the CAFA context due to a number of variables which cannot be controlled, for example the version of training databases, ontology, etc. In Table 2 , we report a comparison with the previous INGA and baseline methods as implemented in CAFA using the benchmarking data provided in CAFA2 which contains 2618 BP, 2938 CC and 1828 MF protein targets. It has to be noted that numbers in the table are not comparable with CAFA evaluations as we consider the whole reference instead of subcategories and differences in calculation details exist. For example, no-and limitedknowledge examples were not separated in order to maximize the dataset size and the source of GO terms (UniProt-GOA) contains new terms not present in the benchmarking. Also, the test is not fully blind, as the training data (UniProtGOA) overlaps with test examples. Table 2 is provided just to show the contribution of the different INGA components and a comparison with baseline methods. We used the same input (when applicable), i.e. same BLAST database, UniProtGOA, Gene Ontology version, etc. in order to equally propagate the effect of possible biases. For a fair evaluation we refer to the official CAFA3 results. Table 2 also reports performance for the INGA Architectures component as it can be used for fast large-scale prediction and also for the same component without 'dark' features (INGA Arch Non-dark). The evaluation is provided as in the full CAFA evaluation, where methods with a lower coverage are penalized because recall is calculated averaging over the benchmark size. INGA 2.0 outperforms all methods and has ∼10% higher F max compared to its previous version for all ontologies. The INGA Architecture component has generally an 18% lower F max than the consensus but 6% higher than the one without 'dark' features. The S min shows the same trend with a stronger difference between INGA 1.0 and INGA 2.0. Figure 2 shows the precision recall curves for methods reported in Table 2 Table 2 for the three GO ontologies. In the legend, (F) is the F max and (C) is the coverage as the fraction of predicted targets.
Implementation
The INGA web server is implemented using the REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture. The INGA services can be accessed both from a web interface or a custom client. Submitted jobs can be retrieved at a later time by providing the session identifier or the URL to the result page. INGA guarantees to maintain job sessions for at least two weeks. Predictions are stored permanently in a database where entries are indexed by their sequence in order to speed up the service when requesting a cached protein. 
SERVER DESCRIPTION

Input
Output
The server provides a results page listing all submitted sequences. Once predictions are ready, the user can access single protein pages listing the predicted GO terms. Terms are split into three tables available in three different tabs corresponding to the different ontologies. For each GO term the score (probability) and annotation source (UniProtKB annotated entries) provided by different methods are reported in the same row. Predicted terms are sorted by INGA score and then by specificity, i.e. terms more distant from the root are shown first. A left sidebar provides filters and widgets to explore the graph structure of the predicted terms. The specificity and INGA score can be filtered on the fly. Ancestors and children of a given term can be highlighted in a single click in order to visualize specific GO branches. The protein architecture (where available) is shown on the top of the table and a feature viewer can be optionally open to visualize sequence position of the detected signatures. Both prediction and predicted features are available for download both in JSON and text formats.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new version of the INGA algorithm for the prediction of Gene Ontology terms from the protein sequence. The new version integrates 'dark' proteome information to improve prediction accuracy, in particular intrinsic disorder and transmembrane region detection. INGA ranked in the top ten for both CAFA2 and CAFA3. A new option allows fast prediction of entire genomes at the cost of partially losing accuracy. The web server was completely redesigned to provide a better interpretation of the function and visualization of the different predicted GO branches. We believe that improving the characterization and classification of 'dark' features will provide a better description of protein function and quality of predictors.
